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Steinkamp’s Toy Can Hop 100
Times But Can’t Stand Up
We have experimented with and simulated Steinkamp’s passive-dynamic hopper. This
hopper cannot stand up (it is statically unstable), yet it can hop the length of a 5 m
0.079 rad sloped ramp, with n � 100 hops. Because, for an unstable periodic motion, a
perturbation Dx0 grows exponentially with the number of steps (Dxn � Dx0 � kn), where
k is the system eigenvalue with largest magnitude, one expects that if k > 1 that the
amplification after 100 steps, k100, would be large enough to cause robot failure. So, the
experiments seem to indicate that the largest eigenvalue magnitude of the linearized
return map is less than one, and the hopper is dynamically stable. However, two inde-
pendent simulations show more subtlety. Both simulations correctly predict the period of
the basic motion, the kinematic details, and the existence of the experimentally observed
period �11 solutions. However, both simulations also predict that the hopper is slightly
unstable (jkjmax > 1). This theoretically predicted instability superficially contradicts the
experimental observation of 100 hops. Nor do the simulations suggest a stable attractor
near the periodic motion. Instead, the conflict between the linearized stability analysis
and the experiments seems to be resolved by the details of the launch: a simulation of the
hand-holding during launch suggests that experienced launchers use the stability of the
loosely held hopper to find a motion that is almost on the barely unstable limit cycle of
the free device. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4035337]

1 Introduction

Toy maker and inventor Peter Steinkamp, who earlier made
some interesting passive-dynamic devices, was challenged to
make a passive device that cannot stand up but can hop down a
ramp. The preceding paper in this journal describes his result [1].
The goal was to make a hopping robot analogous to the Tinkertoy
walking device [2]. The Tinkertoy walker is a statically unstable
toy that can stably walk down a ramp. There are few other known
statically unstable, yet dynamically stable, devices that use no
gyroscopic stabilization from spinning parts (e.g., a top, a rolling
hoop, and a conventional bicycle depend on spinning parts). Two
dynamically stable yet statically unstable devices without spin-
ning parts are the gyro-free bike that self-balances [3] and the
dynamically stable skateboard with rigid rider [4]. Through exam-
ples such as these, one hopes to learn about the mechanisms of
passive stability of such nonholonomic systems. (Nonholonomic
systems have an accessible configuration space that has higher
dimension than the instantaneously accessible velocity space, for
example, systems with 3D rolling, ideal-skate contact, or with
intermittent contact.)

More specifically, one wonders about the role of simple passive
mechanics in the stability of real and synthetic legged locomotion.
The fruit of Steinkamp’s systematic and inspired tinkering toward
this end, the Steinkamp hopper [1], is the subject of the analysis in
this paper.

We contrast these essentially dynamic devices with mecha-
nisms that are dynamically stable near a statically stable equilib-
rium (like a damped pendulum or damped spring–mass system).
In the neighborhood of a potential energy minimum, a damped
dynamical device’s energy decays toward the bottom of a poten-
tial well. That is, total system energy is then a monotonically
decreasing Lyapunov function. Because of their potential energy
minima, these systems have dynamic stability because of their
static stability. In contrast, mechanical systems which are only
stable near a state in motion (e.g., a spinning top or a bicycle mov-
ing in a straight line), rather than near an equilibrium point, or

which have stable limit cycles (e.g., passive-dynamic walking
devices), have at least one state variable which increases linearly
in time (e.g., the angle of rotation or position on the plane). These
systems cannot attribute their stability to that statics concept.
Hence, their stability is essentially dynamic.

Statically unstable, yet dynamically stable, systems often have
stability dependent on the contributions of gyroscopic terms or
nonholonomic contact constraints [5]. Our interest here is in a sys-
tem whose (presumed) stability is dependent on nonholonomic
contact of an intermittent type [5] rather than gyroscopic terms.
Independent of engineering or scientific goals, and as for tops,
gyroscopes, rolling hoops, and bicycles from past times, models
and devices that balance because of motion are intrinsically
engaging. With the present research, we aim to better understand
one such physical device with the following apparently unique
combination of features: it seems to hop stably without tethers; it
is statically unstable (the motion of interest is near a configuration
which maximizes potential energy with respect to fore-aft tip-
ping); and it has no gyroscopic stabilization nor electronic
control.

1.1 Comment on Categorization of Systems. We loosely
categorize the Steinkamp hopper as passive and uncontrolled.
However, within commonly accepted definitions, neither of these
designations is precise.

The system is passive in that it is made of parts that have no
energy sources, and the only external work on the system is from
a conservative force (gravity). But the system is not passive in
that the gravity force does not have bounded potential energy. So,
for example, unlike a damped pendulum, the system’s stability
does not follow from its passivity.

The system is uncontrolled in that there is no consciously
designed disjoint electrical control apparatus nor is there such a
disjoint mechanical control apparatus. In control theory, the
“plant” (the machine) is typically considered disjoint from the
“control system.” But given a system, engineered or natural, there
is no accepted way to precisely delineate what is the plant and
what is the control system. It is one big system. Consider the
Watt–Maxwell flyball centrifugal regulator. In the engineer’s
mind, the spinning flyball is a control system. However, looking
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at the steam-engine as a whole one can choose to see a single pas-
sive system, including the flyball mechanism as part of the
system. And because electronics also obey the laws of physics, a
computer-controlled system is, in some sense, also an uncon-
trolled system.

Even though the delineations are, as described above, not
precise, we make the nonprecise designation that the Steinkamp
hopper is passive and uncontrolled in that it is relatively simple, is
not designed using control concepts, and has no irreversible power
sources. That is, the Steinkamp hopper has only a small number
of internal degrees-of-freedom, no electronic components, no
mechanical parts explicitly and consciously designed for regula-
tion, and positive mechanical power input coming only from
gravity.

1.2 Background on Stability of Hopping and Running
Devices. As most famously demonstrated by Marc Raibert and
coworkers hoppers in 2D (e.g., see Ref. [6]) and 3D (e.g., see
Ref. [7]), powered and controlled hopping can be balanced by
appropriate controlled foot placement. On the other hand, walking
devices can have passive stability with no tethers nor electronic
control (e.g., see Refs. [8] and [9]). Passive-dynamic running
has been much less explored and arguably (see below) never dem-
onstrated with a physical device. If balance is not a concern, as for
1D vertical hopping in which the only stability concern is regular-
ity of hop height, open-loop actuated one-dimensional hopping
simulations and devices have been shown to have stable periodic
motions [10,11]. Note that the open-loop control is a slight (also
not precisely delineated) generalization of passive dynamics. In
one dimension, even with collisional dissipation, passive (no
motors and no electronic sensors) hopping can exhibit “one-way”
stability [12] toward special nondissipative modes.

To the best of our knowledge, all the two- or three-dimensional
hopping or running simulations and devices in the literature have
one or more of these features:

(1) Unstable: The springy leg offset mass (SLOM) hoppers
have distinctly unstable passive hopping motions, as shown
by simulations of Seth et al. [13]. A passive running device
studied by Owaki et al. [14] seems almost stable; when
launched by hand it often takes 11–15 steps, but at most 36
steps, before falling on an inclined treadmill.

(2) Feedback stabilized: Following Raibert et al. [6,7], and
others from Raibert’s lab, there have been many physical
and simulated demonstrations of actively stabilized hop-
ping or running. Ahmadi and Buehler [15] implemented a
simulation model similar to a springy leg, or spring loaded,
inverted pendulum (SLIP) with the addition of a torsional
spring coupling the body and leg; passive motions are
found to be unstable but are stabilized by a feedback con-
troller. In the SLOM (above) simulation of Sayyad et al.
[16], actuation to recover energy losses is accomplished by
a precompressed linear leg that is triggered by sensing
impact; these motions with minimal feedback are unstable
but easily stabilized by adding further feedback control
using the angle of the body with respect to the floor to mod-
ify the leg precompression. The simulations of Geyer et al.
[17] and Ghigliazza et al. [18] use minimal feedback con-
trol, controlling the leg angle with respect to the floor in
flight, thus controlling the leg angle at impact; the simula-
tion of Owaki and Ishiguro [19] controls both the leg angle
just before impact and the speed of the forward foot parallel
to the leg just after impact. M’Closkey and Burdick [20]
studied simplified Raibert-like models with feedback con-
trol and found stable motions. The simulations of Hyon and
Emura [21] control leg stiffness and the time of leg touch-
down to achieve stable motions. Zeglin and Brown [22,23]
used discrete feedback control to stabilize an energy effi-
cient 2D bow-legged hopper by specifying the leg angle at
touch-down and change in kinetic energy at push-off.

(3) Simulation only: Four simulation studies, not comple-
mented by stable physical devices, show passive (or at least
open loop) dynamic stability. McGeer’s 2D simulations
show asymptotically stable passive running [24] for a
model that has some internal damping. Cotton’s 2D runner
inspired by an Ostrich [25] uses open-loop control and non-
linear springs to achieve robust running at speeds as high as
34 kph. The simulations of Mombaur et al. [26] show sta-
bility via implementation of optimized open-loop controls.
The Owaki et al. [27] simulations show dynamic stability,
although their related physical device seems not quite
stable (see above).

(4) Statically stable: It is most clear that a device has stability
essentially dependent on dynamics if the device has no
standing static configuration. We could thus exclude
McGeer’s passive running simulations [24]; the model has
two legs and thus a statically stable configuration when the
legs are splayed. Similarly, the (almost stable, see above)
physical device of Owaki et al. [14] also has two legs and
probably has a stable standing posture. But, unlike the case
for walkers, this splayed-leg-static-stability exclusion is not
so relevant for the runners, as the stable double-stance
splayed-leg configuration is never visited in the dynamic
running motions. Thus, as opposed to the case for walkers,
the existence of a statically stable configuration for bipedal
runners is only a somewhat technical defect.
In contrast, the dynamically stable hopping device of Paul
et al. [28] has four springy contact points defining a large
rectangle, indicating a static stability on which the dynamic
stability is likely dependent.

(5) Gyrostabilization: While we do not know of any gyrostabi-
lized passive hopping or running robot, there is no doubt
that such could be built (Mason Peck—private communica-
tion), but it would fall outside the range of the nongyro-
scopic devices described here.

Thus, there remains the challenge of physically demonstrating a
passive hopping or running device that is statically unstable, does
not depend on fast-spinning parts, yet is dynamically stable while
hopping or running. This was the challenge which Steinkamp
took up.

2 The Steinkamp Hopper

After an iterative development, starting with simpler passive
toys and then moving on to hopping-like devices Steinkamp
built a hopper [1] that, although planar in concept, hops without
support in 3D (Fig. 1). Pivotally, Steinkamp’s hopper has a
small rounded foot with radius much smaller than the center-of-
mass (COM) height, hence it is statically unstable. If one
attempts to statically balance it and then let go, it falls, like a
meter-stick on end, within a second or so. Steinkamp’s hopper
consists of a more-or-less rigid body and tail (403 g) connected
by a leaf spring to a light more-or-less rigid leg (12 g). The
body is composed of welded channel aluminum segments,
including several weights that are more-or-less easily adjusted,
and a vertical carbon-fiber-tube tail.

The weight on the top middle (Figs. 2(a) and 1(b)) can be slid
and tightened to adjust the device’s overall center-of-mass (COM)
position which is at a height of �18 cm. The leg assembly is com-
posed of two legs, each a carbon fiber tube with a round rubber
foot of radius �1.6 cm. At their tops, the legs, about 2 cm apart,
are attached to each other and the leaf spring with a small block of
wood (Fig. 1(c)). The leaf spring consists of two side-by-side
strips of spring steel. The device has a high, slightly flexible tail.
The hopper is launched by initially guiding it down a flat, sloped
ramp (�0:079 rad �4:5 deg) and then releasing. All of the details
above came from Steinkamp’s use of intuition and experiments to
progressively improve stability. The end result of that evolution is
the device we describe here and best understood by the study of
the paper by Steinkamp [1] and his associated videos [29].
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The motion of the hopper is vaguely like that of a Kangaroo
(see Fig. 3, and Supplementary Videos, which are available under
the Supplemental Materials tab for this paper on the ASME Digi-
tal Collection). The device hops down a 0.079 rad (�4:5 deg)
slope which was chosen to be similar to the slope found empiri-
cally by Steinkamp. It makes about 11 hops per second (period
�90 ms) at an average forward speed of about 0.5 m/s. The stance
phase lasts about 25 ms and swing phase lasts about 65 ms. Start-
ing from the beginning of flight, as the hopper enters the flight
phase, the foot accelerates forward and the leg rotates forward
about 0.4 rad. (In Fig. 3(c), the leg appears to collide with the
body, but does not, in either experiments or simulations.) The leg

then accelerates backward, giving the foot a backward velocity,
relative to the body and also backward relative to the ground, as
the foot collides with the ramp. This collision starts the stance
phase. In stance, the leg goes up relative to the body, then rotates,
and then goes down relative to the body, leading to takeoff. This
sequence is one hop (one cycle and one period).

A practiced human can repeatedly launch the hopper on a jour-
ney of about 100 hops down the full length of our 5 m ramp in
about 9 s. As already emphasized, this device has a small foot and
a high center-of-mass. Thus, its (surprising) ability to hop the
length of the ramp must be an essentially dynamic phenomenon.

Research question. Our goal was to better understand the nature
of the stability of this device. We pursued this by motion-capture
observations, modeling, and simulation. We hoped to discover the
key features that make the observed repeated hopping possible.

Although the device works in three dimensions, the motion is
nearly planar and we have only aimed for a 2D (sagittal plane,
longitudinal, side-view, and fore-aft) analysis. Even with the later-
ally (side-to-side) separated feet, in a dynamics context we cannot
claim triviality of the steering stability that is present and visible
in the experiments, nor the evident stability against sideways fall-
ing. Nonetheless, we do not study these 3D features of the device
here. The 2D dynamics is our focus.

2.1 Experiments. With Steinkamp’s help, we collected
motion-capture data using a Vicon infrared camera system. We
put reflective markers on various points on the hopper to get posi-
tion versus time data. We collected data for 77 separate trials that
resulted in sustained hopping. Of these 77 data sets, 37 of them
show at least 3 m of hopping and 16 of these show more than 4 m
of hopping. (There are about 20–25 hops per meter.) The position
data, with a consistency of about 1–2 mm and an accuracy of
about 3 mm, were filtered and numerically differentiated to extract
velocities. Some observations are:

(1) Launch: It takes some practice to launch reliably. For
beginners, the result is often a few hops and then a fall to
front or back.
A successful launch is shown at minute 3:02 of the video
“Steinkamp Hopper at Cornell” (see video under the Sup-
plemental Data tab for this paper on the ASME digital col-
lection). The device is oriented to go down the ramp, such
that the rear of the horizontal body bar is about 3 cm lower
than the front, matching the orientation of nominally stable
hopping. The launcher stands to the left of the device,

Fig. 1 The Steinkamp hopper: (a) the entire device, (b) close up of body (compare with
Fig. 2(a)), (c) the leaf spring, and (d) the feet (with motion-capture reflective marker tape on
one). For more details, see Ref. [1].

Fig. 2 Schematic of the simulation model. (a) The rigid body
(gray) and the rigid leg (dark outline with white fill) are con-
nected by a leaf spring (black). The “leg at rest” configuration
(striped fill) corresponds to the leg configuration shown in
Fig. 1(b). The leaf spring allows displacement normal to its
length and also rotation (the rotation is never so large as to
cause leg collision with the counterweights on the body). The
net effect is allowance of leg rotation (leg swing) about the
nominal hip and of leg axial motion (body bounce). Horizontal
motion of the leg, relative to the body, at the nominal hip, is
effectively constrained to zero by the extension stiffness of the
leaf spring. (b) In the 2D modeling, the body and leg each have
two position coordinates and an angle. The constraint from
leaf-spring’s inextensibility is modeled using a pin in a slot. In
one of our simulation models, the slot is in the body (shown),
and in the other, the slot is in the leg. The leaf spring is modeled
as a coupled torsion–extension viscoelastic spring in which tor-
que and force both depend on displacement and rotation, with
the elastic part determined by classical beam theory.
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holding it initially with both hands. The left hand is at the
top front corner and the right hand at the tail, approximately
20 cm above the body (Fig. 4(a)). The device is then, in the
air, moved (swung and swept) forward and downward until
the leg makes contact with the ramp, exciting successive
foot bounces and leg swings. If this leg scraping and

bouncing are sufficiently periodic, then the front hand is
released, and the robot is only held loosely by the tail with
the right hand. If and when there is satisfactorily periodic
leg excitement, the right hand is moved along with the hop-
ping robot, controlling its pitch (fore-aft tottering) and for-
ward speed. If and when the fore-aft tottering is sufficiently

Fig. 3 One step of hopper motion. The photo is rotated slightly counterclockwise so that the actual slope,
down and to the right, appears as horizontal. The motion is from left to right. The natural orientation of the
device, while hopping, is rotated �10 deg counterclockwise compared to schematic views in Figs. 1(b) and 2(a).
One hop cycle is shown from simulation (discussed at length below) and from slow motion video. (a) At liftoff,
the backward force on the foot from the ground is relieved, and the body moves upward; (b) as the device moves
forward and upward, the leg swings forward; (c) near the apex of the hop, the leg movement reverses direction
(the leg comes close to, but does not collide with the body); (d) while dropping in height, just before the foot col-
lides with the floor, the leg is still swinging backward relative to both body and ground (swing leg retraction
[30,31]); and (e) in contact with the floor, the leg compresses and pushes the body upward again (video stills
courtesy of Steinkamp).

Fig. 4 Hand-held launch. (a) The tail of the device is held gently above the back of the body
(Steinkamp’s right hand) for the first �10 to 15 hops, then released. See text for details (photo
background darkened for clarity, the slope is down and to the right but appears as nearly level
due to camera perspective); (b) shock-absorber-attached model of launch. In simulations of
launch, we model the right-hand holding as a shock absorber attached between the point (xm,
ym) on the tail, and where the hand is an imaginary reference point moving at a constant
launch speed vl.
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minimal and the speed is satisfactory, usually after 10–15
hand-assisted hops, the rear hand is withdrawn from the
tail. Just before hand release, the force of the hand on the
hopper seems small. The device then often hops the
remaining length of the ramp (approximately 4 m, about
100 hops).

(2) Elasticity of the tail: Steinkamp’s motivation for adding the
tail was to inhibit body pitch without adding a lot of mass.
As constructed by Steinkamp, the tail is elastic and wobbles
during the hopping. Is that wobble essential? We tied a
diagonal string from near the top of the tail to the main
body, almost eliminating the tail vibrations. This reduction
of tail motion had no detectable effect on any aspect of the
hopper’s overall motion. Thus, the function of the tail
seems only to be to increase the body’s polar moment-of-
inertia (that is, the tail does not add a useful independent
degree-of-freedom). An unintended, and possibly key, ben-
efit of the tail is to serve as a hand-hold in launch.

(3) Details of the motion: The overall motion is shown in
Fig. 3 and (under the Supplemental Data tab for this paper
on the ASME digital collection). The trajectory of the foot,
and of the relative angle of the body and leg, is shown in
Fig. 5.

(4) Approximately period �11 motion: Figure 6(a) shows the
foot height over about 30 cycles from motion-capture data.
The amplitude varies in a periodic manner, with a period of
about, but not precisely, 11 hops, ranging from about nine
hops/s up to about 11 hops/s. For the rest of this paper, we
refer to this as the “period �11 motion.” This amplitude
modulation was consistent over many trials.

3 The Simulation Models

To ensure lack of errors and lack of sensitivity to model minu-
tiae, we used two simulations developed independently by two
coauthors (GS and TvO). We aimed for the simplest models that
could reproduce the motion. Both of our models consist of two,
2D, rigid objects: a body and a leg. The body and leg are linked
together by a two degree-of-freedom spring that also has damping.

After a plastic (both in normal and tangential directions) collision
with a rigid sloped ground, the foot, at the bottom of the leg, is
assumed to have nonslipping contact, The two models only differ,
in definition, in how the leaf spring constrains the relative motion
between the leg and body.

Leaf spring: The spring, which on the physical device is a metal
strip-spring (Fig. 1(c)), is initially modeled as an “Euler–
Bernoulli” bending beam. It is clamped at each end and elastically
resists relative rotation and translation (orthogonal to the spring)
of the leg and body while allowing negligible motion along the
spring. Although the simulations are fully nonlinear, the motions
of the beam are considered to be those of linear beam theory.

We also allow some damping in the spring. The force and tor-
que transmitted by the viscoelastic leaf-spring are approximated
as linear in the relative linear and angular displacements and
velocities. The axial (along the leaf spring) lack of extensibility is
modeled as a constant-spring-length kinematic constraint. That is,
we approximate the leaf-spring kinematics by constraining a point
on the leg to move in a slot that is orthogonal to the leaf spring.
According to these kinematics, an imagined point on a fictitious
extension of the body, to near the leg end of the leaf spring, only
moves on a line orthogonal to the leaf spring, as if in a slot in the
body extension.

For one simulation, the slot is fixed in the body, on a rigid
extension of the body, located at the leg end of the leaf spring
(Fig. 2). The keyed slot elastically holds a point in the leg at a
given position and the leg at a given angle.

The second simulation, otherwise identical in description, puts
the slot on the leg instead of on the body.

Linearity demands that the transmitted force fd and moment
(torque) sh can be written as

fd
sh

� �
¼ C

_d
_h

� �
þ K

d
h

� �
(1)

The deformation variables d and h are (respectively) the relative
linear and angular displacements between the two objects. The
2� 2 stiffness K and damping C are symmetric and positive semi-
definite 2� 2 matrices, as argued below.

Fig. 5 Foot position versus distance, measured and simulated. (a) A magnified view of the
path of a point on the foot from motion-capture data and (c) from simulation. Note the small
loop made by the foot as it pivots and lifts off. The vertical scale is exaggerated to enhance the
details of the motion. Relative angle versus time, measured and simulated. (b) The relative
angle between the body and leg from motion-capture data and (d) from simulation.
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Stiffness: Classical Euler–Bernoulli beam theory yields that

K ¼ �EI

L

12

L2
� 6

L

� 6

L
4

2
664

3
775 or K ¼ EI

L

12

L2
�b

6

L

�b
6

L
4

2
664

3
775 (2)

E is the material elastic modulus, I is the area moment of inertia
of the spring cross section, L is the length of the beamlike leaf
spring, and b is an extra off-diagonal parameter representing the
coupling between rotation and translation in parameter studies
(b¼ 1 for exact beam theory). The spring matrix K is positive def-
inite so long as b2 < 4=3. For this representation of the system, a
conservative spring necessarily yields a symmetric K.

To first-order in spring displacements and rotations, the two
simulation models are in principle identical. But, in our nonlinear
simulations, these two linearizations of the spring have different
nonlinear behavior.

Damping: The damping C must be positive definite to assure
that it is dissipative. We reduce the parameter space by one
variable using the common assumption of damping symmetry
(Rayleigh dissipation function or the Onsager reciprocal relations
[32]). We parameterize the damping matrix C in a way that
assures that it will be symmetric and positive definite with three
numbers c2

1; c2
2, and c3 as follows:

C ¼ RTCdiagR where

Cdiag ¼
c2

1 0

0 c2
2

" #
and R ¼

cosðc3Þ �sinðc3Þ
sinðc3Þ cosðc3Þ

" #
(3)

The foot: The foot is modeled as a circular curve which rolls
without slipping; the possibility of sliding contact was used in
some trial simulations, but found to have a negligible effect (see
Appendix B online under the “Supplemental Data” tab for this
paper on the ASME Digital Collection). The ground collision is
modeled as plastic (inelastic, dead, no bounce). At lift off, when
the ground normal force goes to zero, the no-slip condition is
released. This contact model is not necessarily self-consistent. But

because, prior to foot release from sticking, there is a fortuitous
forward slope of the leg at the same time that there is a retarding
frictional force, we did not encounter, and thus did not have to
contend with, the McGeer falling-pencil paradox [33].

In summary, the 2D model consists of a rigid object connected
to a rigid leg by a two degree-of-freedom spring and damper, and
the foot contacts the ground with no slip and no bounce.

3.1 Model Coordinates and Constraints. Assuming no-slip,
we have four phases of motion: continuous flight, discontinuous
collisional foot-strike, continuous stance, and lift-off. The lift-off
phase involves a sudden change of governing equations, but
involves no change of configuration nor velocity. In flight, we
have three coordinates for each body (two center-of-mass position
coordinates and a rotation angle (Fig. 2)). We also have one slot
(inextensible leaf-spring) constraint. Flight thus has 3þ3� 1¼ 5
degrees-of-freedom. In stance, we have two additional constraints;
the foot does not penetrate the ground and the foot rolls without
slipping (Fig. 7(a)). This reduces the total degrees-of-freedom in
stance to 5� 2¼ 3.

3.1.1 Parameters. There are a total of 19 dimensional param-
eters in our mathematical model: 8 geometric and 11 mechanical.

Geometric: The eight geometric parameters describing the
configuration in the robot’s spring-relaxed state use coordinates
referenced to a coordinate system located at the spring-relaxed
hinge and oriented with the constraint slot. The lengths
r0x; r0y; r1x; and r1y describe the x and y positions of the centers of
mass of the body and leg; ‘ is the distance from the spring pivot
point to the far edge of the foot measured along the line passing
through both the pivot point and the center of the foot (total length
is used instead of measuring to the foot center because this allows
variation of total leg length and foot radius independently); a is
the angle of the leg with respect to the body when the spring is
relaxed; rf is the radius of the round foot; and c is the slope of the
ramp.

Mechanical: The 11 mechanical parameters are m0; I0;m1; I1;
the masses, and inertias about the COM for each object; g is the
gravitational acceleration magnitude; K is the three-parameter
spring matrix; and C is the three-parameter damping matrix.

Fig. 6 Period �11 oscillations. (a) In motion-capture data, the modulation of foot oscillations
repeats approximately, but not exactly, every 11 hops. (b) As one might extrapolate from the
argument of the totter eigenvalue (see text), the nonlinear simulation shows a variation in hop-
ping amplitude that repeats about every 11 hops. (a) Motion capture—foot height versus dis-
tance hopped and (b) simulation—foot height versus distance hopped.
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To reduce the number of independent parameters by three, we
nondimensionalized all the parameters and dynamic variables,
using the total leg length ‘, the earth gravitational constant g, and
body mass m0 (Appendix A online under the “Supplemental Data”
tab for this paper on the ASME Digital Collection).

3.2 System Identification (Parameter Estimation). Several
parameters are easily measured with reasonable accuracy by taking
the device apart: masses with a balance; centers of mass locations
by hanging and knife-edge balance experiments; moments of inertia
by swinging the parts as pendula and timing; leg lengths and angles
with a ruler; and ground slope with digital level and a ruler (see
Appendix C about slope variations under the “Supplemental Data”
tab for this paper on the ASME Digital Collection).

The initial simulations used the spring matrix K from beam
theory, based on the measured cross section and length of the leaf
spring, and the elastic modulus of steel. The spring matrix K
parameters were then refined using spring deflection experiments
and by measuring vibration frequency of the leg when the body
was clamped.

The damping parameters c1; c2; and c3 were initially estimated
by assuming decoupled modal damping in a leg vibration experi-
ments. That is, we assumed the eigenvectors of C are the same as
those of M�1K with M being the mass matrix of the leg with the
body clamped. For example, we measured the characteristic decay
time for the swing-dominant motion of the leg when supported by
the spring attached to the clamped body. This was about 6.5 s
corresponding to a dimensionless modal damping of c1 ¼ 0:837,
with c3 chosen to make the eigenvectors of C correspond to the
eigenvectors of M�1K.

Damping in the other, more-translational, mode is difficult to mea-
sure as it is hard to excite that mode in isolation. So, for initial simula-
tions, we took c2 ¼ 0. The damping parameters were refined in
further optimizations to better fit the hopping data, as discussed below.

The center-of-mass parameter r0x is most directly affected by the
single sliding-mass adjustment on the device (Fig. 2(b)). This posi-
tion is physically adjusted often to improve performance. So, we
consider r0x as a free variable when fitting simulation to experiment.

For ground slope, we used a value close to that reported by
Steinkamp and also used in our lab experiments, c � 0:079. We
varied the slope in the optimizations and also considered non-
constant slopes (discussed below).

4 Numerical Simulations

Given any standard formulation of Newtonian mechanics, the
models described above are well posed. For both simulation
models, we used a virtual power method [34] to obtain a system
of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) which we solved by
converting to systems of first-order ODEs (one set of equations
for stance, one set for flight). In both models, the ODEs were
integrated using an adaptive Runge–Kutta method (GS wrote his
own custom method and TvO used Matlab’s ODE45); constraint
drift was corrected with constraint projection (GS) or constraint
stabilization (TvO). Accurate numerical root-finding was used to
detect the times of foot collision and foot release (Newton’s
method hand coded by GS and Matlab “events” by TvO). Jump-
conditions for the velocity variables at foot-strike collision were
found using angular momentum balance about the collision point.
We estimate that typical numeric errors, relative to the exact
mathematical model, are about 10�12 for each hop. For example,
between collisions, with leaf-spring damping set to zero, energy is
conserved to about 10�14. As mentioned, as an added check,
the equations of motion and numerical solutions were developed
independently by two coauthors.

4.1 Periodic Motions. As for most analyses of passive-
dynamic locomotion devices, we are concerned with the motions
in the neighborhood of a periodic motion. The accurate finding of
such a periodic motion, typically a limit cycle, is a numerical
root-finding problem. That is, we seek initial positions and veloc-
ities, and an as-yet-unknown step period, so that numerical inte-
gration finds initial positions and velocities that are exactly
recovered after a full cycle of motion (after one hop). There is no
a priori guarantee that such a limit cycle exists, or, if it exists, that
it can be found easily, or that it is unique. To find periodic
motions (the root-finding problem), we seed our initial guess with
a ballistic flight phase with duration that approximately matches
the half-period of leg swinging in space (more exactly, half the
period of the lowest mode of vibration of the leg swinging on a
clamped body). Once a root is found, we characterize the stability
of the periodic motion (limit cycle) using the eigenvalues of the
linearization of the Poincar�e map. The map we use is from the
state just after foot collision to the state, found by numerical inte-
gration, just after the next foot collision. The Jacobian of this map

Fig. 7 (a) Nonslip rolling constraint. Rolling without slipping is enforced by the constraint _r c 5 0, where rc 5 rcom1rc=com. (b)
Geometric parameters. There are eight geometric parameters, measured in the spring-relaxed configuration using a coordinate
system at the hinge and oriented with the slot: two COM positions (4), foot position (2), foot radius (1), and ground slope (1);
4 1 2 1 1 1 1 5 8. (c) Mechanical parameters. There are 11 mechanical parameters: masses (2), polar inertias (2), spring con-
stants (3), damping constants (3), and gravity (1); 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 5 11. See text and Appendix A online under the
“Supplemental Data” tab for this paper on the ASME Digital Collection.
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is found by central difference calculation, based on perturbations
of the initial state from the root (fixed point, limit cycle). The sys-
tem is stable, neutrally stable (at least in the linearization), or
unstable if the largest eigenvalue k of the Jacobian of this map is
less than, equal to, or greater than one in magnitude, respectively.
In one of the two simulation sets (GS), the numerical method
allows perturbations off of the Poincar�e section and hence always
has an irrelevant along-the-trajectory eigenvalue of zero.

For parameters close to those of the physical device, we
always found at least one periodic motion (i.e., the root-finding
always succeeded). Most often, two periodic motions were
found for given system parameters: A long period solution close
to the observed motions of the device and a short period solu-
tion. The short period solution for this hopper is similar to the
short period solution in the Simplest Walker [35] in that it is
always quite unstable and does not have leg retraction at heel
strike. The long period solution has leg retraction at heel strike
which perhaps contributes to the relative stability of that
solution.

We generally ignored the short-period solutions. We also
ignored solutions with multiple leg-swings in a single flight. We
did not have to exclude flips (aerial somersaults) because our
(relatively nonexploratory) root finder did not find flips.

Parameter refinement: Once periodic motions were found, we
tuned the least-constrained-by-direct-measurement parameters,
namely, the damping parameters c2 and c3. These two damping
parameters were tuned so as to match the full device’s period
of hopping, step length, and a long-period eigenvalue (to be
discussed) while minimizing the return-map Jacobian’s largest
eigenvalue.

In the initial simulations, we used video footage of the device
provided by Steinkamp. We selected portions of video appearing
to represent steady-state hopping motion (usually 10–20 hops
after the hand-launch) to indirectly measure hopping frequency
(total time divided by number of hops) and hop length (total
distance divided by number of hops). The “Slow motion footage
of final hopper” video on the supplemental data tab in Ref. [1]
provided a particularly accurate measurement of hopping fre-
quency. The corresponding hop length was easily calculated given
a reference length (having Steinkamp measure the distance
between points A and B on his ramp) and the hop count (between

points A and B). Much later, we had motion-capture data that
made accurate measurement of kinematic quantities easy and for-
tunately agreed with our initial measurements.

Several methods were used for parameter refinement,
including manual “hand tweaking,” human-guided line searches
in a single parameter, systematic grid searches in discretized
low-dimensional parameter neighborhoods, and optimizations in
low-dimensional parameter neighborhoods. Matching observed
hopping frequency and hop length was relatively easy by just
varying the damping parameters c2 and c3 and mass position r0x.

However, our attempt to simultaneously minimize the largest
eigenvalue resulted in frustration as we expected to find stable
hopping solutions but could not. Allowing many variations of
parameters, as allowed by the inaccuracies of the system identifi-
cation, we could not find a periodic motion with an eigenvalue
inside the unit circle.

4.2 Two Independent Simulations. As described above, two
independent models were implemented by coauthors GS and
TvO; one considered the leg as sliding in a slot fixed in the body
and the other with the body sliding in a slot fixed in the leg,
respectively. The equations of motion for these two models were
found separately as were the numerical simulations. In the limit of
small motions near the spring’s relaxed state, the states of the two
models should differ only to first-order or higher in the spring-
motion amplitude.

We checked agreement between our two simulations in free
flight, at zero g. We started each model in a nonequilibrium state
qi perturbed from the spring-relaxed equilibrium q�, integrated
forward for 10 s (real time), then measured the difference between

the final states for each model, qL
f (slot in leg) and qB

f (slot in

body). With a perturbation size d ¼ jqi � q�j, we expect the nor-

malized final state difference DðdÞ=d ¼ jqL
f � qB

f j=d to converge

linearly as the perturbation size decreases. Figure 8 shows linear
convergence of the normalized difference in state; in flight, our
models and simulations are equivalent in the limit of infinitesimal
motions.

As expected and hoped, even for the full nonlinear limit cycle
calculations, the two models have close agreement. For example,

Fig. 8 Comparison of two models. (a) The model implemented by Stiesberg (GS), with the slot fixed in the body, and (b) the
model implemented by van Oijen (TvO), with the slot fixed in the leg. (c) The difference between simulations of van Oijen and
Stiesberg DðdÞ5 jqL

f 2qB
f j, normalized by the magnitude d of the initial state perturbation d 5 jqi 2q�j, is shown as a function of

perturbation magnitude d. Linear convergence is seen as d decreases to d � 131025, at which point round-off error begins to
dominate. Note that the minimum difference between the solutions D=d � 1025, at log10d � 25:5, corresponds to an actual dif-
ference D of �1310210 because of the normalization by d; this normalization is also responsible for the slope �21 on the left
of the graph which actually indicates a constant, not increasing, error with decreasing step size. For all of these calculations,
an integration time step was chosen such that the errors above dominate the integration method errors.
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with equal parameters, we find nearly equal eigenvalues of the
return map. The qualitative and quantitative agreement between
the two calculations enhances the credibility of both.

Finally, a simulation using a nonlinear ten-element model for
the spring was compared to the simulations with the simple linear-
ized spring; the difference between the nonlinear spring and linear
spring simulations was about the same as the difference between
the two independent simulations both with linear springs. Thus,
the nonlinear spring model was not deemed worth the extra inte-
gration time for investigations of the hopper stability.

5 Comparison of Experiments With Simulations

Both of our two independent simulations reproduce all of these
experimentally observed features:

� Hopping the length of the ramp. When launched at, or near
the calculated periodic motion, the hopper hops the full
length of the ramp. For initial conditions that differ slightly
in the average forward speed from a periodic motion, the hop
distance before a fall can be 4 m or more (the remaining
length, after launch, of our experimental ramp), at least for a
small appropriate range of launch speeds.

� Kinematic details are matched. Comparison of the foot
motion and body–leg angle of the physical device and of the
simulation is shown in Fig. 5.

� Approximately period �11 motion is simulated. Somewhat
remarkably, if the simulated motion is started slightly off of
the limit cycle, the (approximately) period �11 motion of
the experiments is also reproduced (see Fig. 6(b)).

To achieve this matching (above), some of the poorly con-
strained parameters were allowed to be adjusted: the damping
matrix parameters c1; c2; and c3 and the body COM position r0x.

5.1 Stability Analysis. The physical device, started appropri-
ately, hops the length of the ramp, seemingly stably. Our nonlin-
ear simulations show hundreds of hops, if started on the (found

from numerical root finding) limit cycle. So, we expected to more
formally find stability in the simulations.

Stability of hopping map: As mentioned above, we numerically
search for a fixed point of the five-dimensional Poincar�e map,
defined just after heelstrike, representing a periodic motion in the
six-dimensional state space. This discrete hopping map is defined
by the just-after-heel-strike Poincar�e section. We find eigenvalues
by numerical differentiation of the nonlinear simulation, using
perturbation of the state near the fixed point. For our best match
of the physical device’s motion, the associated eigenvalues are
shown in Fig. 9.

One of the eigenvalues is (slightly) outside of the unit circle,
indicating that this model is unstable.

The magnitude of the unstable eigenvalue is about 1.03. As
noted, both simulation models give similar values. The eigenvec-
tor corresponding to this unstable eigenvalue is dominated by the
horizontal velocity variable so we call it the speed mode.
McGeer’s [24] passive running model also has a similar speed
mode with an eigenvalue very close to 1. Related or not, we do
not know, but conservative systems such as bicycles and tops
always have a speed mode with an eigenvalue of exactly 1 (or
zero, if treated as a continuous system) [36], corresponding to
conservation of energy (in those conservative systems).

The totter mode: The eigenvalue labeled “totter” describes a
fore-aft oscillatory pitch of the body (analyzed in the context of
running by McGeer [24]). With jktotterj ¼ 0:985, it is stable, but
only slightly so.

However, whether growing or decaying in the experiments, the
amplitude change is slow enough so that we are able to easily
observe the slow oscillation of this mode in the real device.
The eigenvalue of the totter mode has argument (phase angle)
argðktotterÞ ¼ 0:558. Thus, if the amplitude was exactly one, this
would correspond to an oscillation with a period of about
2p=0:558 � 11 iterations of the hopping map.

That is, the (approximately) period �11 oscillations visible in
the motion-capture data (Fig. 6(a)) correspond to the totter mode
of the linearized model. Note this is not a subharmonic, but a lin-
ear mode irrationally related to the fundamental hopping cycle.

We checked the dependence of the eigenvalues to a change in
the body inertia. The biggest response to a change in body inertia
is in the totter mode eigenvalue’s argument (the phase). The totter
amplitude (modulus) was relatively insensitive to body inertia. All
other eigenvalues were also relatively insensitive to body inertia.
Increasing body inertia causes a decrease in the totter mode argu-
ment. That is, increasing body inertia makes it so that more hops
are in one complete totter cycle. This increased period of totter
oscillations, which follows from increasing the body inertia, con-
firms the intuition that increased body inertia (i.e., the addition of
the tail) resists fluctuations in body angle.

Some, but not all, motion-capture data sets show a slight decay
with time of the amplitude of this mode, indicating that the magni-
tude of the totter eigenvalue may be slightly less than 1. An accu-
rate experimental measurement of the magnitude of the totter
eigenvalue (e.g., the growth or decay rate) using motion-capture
data is not possible because of perturbations to the motion from
bumps in the ramp (see Appendix C under the “Supplemental
Data” tab for this paper on the ASME Digital Collection). The
approximately period �11 totter is observed in all the datasets
that have significantly variable hopping oscillations. (Thirty-seven
data sets are long enough to detect variations of the period one
motion. Twenty-three of these show systematic variation. In all of
these 23, the period �11 totter mode is visible.)

5.2 Seeking Stable Periodic Orbits Using Parameter
Optimization. Using our best estimates for the physical
parameters, we get a good qualitative and quantitative match to
the hopper motion but do not predict stable motions, the speed
eigenvalue is always greater than 1 in magnitude. That is, the
best-fit numerical models have slightly unstable hopping. Thus,

Fig. 9 Simulation eigenvalues. X’s mark the complex eigenval-
ues on the complex plane. The unit circle is also shown. Param-
eters used are those that best fit the physical device and its
motion. Only the speed eigenvalue is (barely) outside the unit
circle; it is positive and real. The totter eigenvalues are slightly
stable complex conjugate pair, and the swing eigenvalues are a
quite stable (far inside the unit circle) complex conjugate pair.
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the observed ability of the hopper to hop the full ramp length must
come from some combination of two effects:

(1) our model is slightly wrong and the physical device is
actually slightly stable and/or

(2) the launches of the physical device are accurate enough so
that multiplying initial errors by k100 � 1:03100 � e3 � 20
does not knock the hopper down.

We accept, as possible but unlikely, a third possibility that the
physical system has a stable nonlinear attractor. We think this is
unlikely because our nonlinear simulations, no matter how accu-
rately started, always lead to falls after �700 steps. That is, in the
nonlinear simulations falling occurs about when it would be
expected from a linear calculation started with a 10�10 accuracy
(kn � e � 1:03700 � 10�13 � 0:1). No indefinitely long hopping
was numerically found with physically motivated parameters nor
with parameters sought in optimizations of stability (see below).
Meanwhile, the numerical simulations show signs of being indica-
tive of true behavior by its correct prediction of overall motion,
including the subtle effect of period �11 motion. From the physi-
cal data we have we cannot, however, exclude that unmodeled, or
poorly modeled, effects cause the existence, on the physical
model, of something that would be described as a stable attractor.
The evidence we have suggests that the physical device does not
have a stable attractor and the latter parts of this paper rest on this
not-fully proven property.

Attempts to make the simulation model stable, using parame-
ters close to the physical device, using intuitive hand tuning and
simple line searches, all failed. Corralling one eigenvalue into
the unit circle inevitably scares another one out. So, we
attempted more systematic eigenvalue optimization using the GS
model: minimize the largest eigenvalue magnitude while varying
the parameters within a bounded neighborhood representing the
maximum uncertainty in the device properties. As noted, the
parameters with greatest uncertainty are those related to the
damping matrix and horizontal COM position of the body. A
random descent optimization method was used that attempts to
track a periodic root while doing a random walk in parameter
space; random steps that do not decrease the objective function
are rejected.

Starting with a periodic motion, the algorithm iterates the fol-
lowing sequence:

� calculate the derivative of the objective function dF=dP,
where F is the scalar objective function and P is the vector of
model parameters to vary,

� change to a new parameter vector Pnþ1 ¼ Pn þ dP, where
dP is a perturbation in a random direction normalized to
satisfy dF� dF=dP ¼ dF, where dF is the desired change in
objective function per optimization step,

� find the new periodic root, if possible; it is important that a
sufficiently small dF is chosen so that a new root can be
found, and

� if the new periodic root is found and decreases F, then keep
Pnþ1, else restore the previous parameter set, Pnþ1 ¼ Pn.

The objective function F was chosen to be the maximum
eigenvalue magnitude. The derivative dF=dP was evaluated less
frequently, every 20 iterations or so, to save computational effort.
The maximum magnitude of dF is limited by the ability of the
root-finding algorithm to converge on the new root, if it exists. In
the case of an approach to a smooth local minimum, each
element of dF=dP will vanish, so trying to scale dP to satisfy
dP� dF=dP ¼ dF will cause dP to grow without bound. There-
fore, to avoid the algorithm failing to converge in precisely the
areas of parameter space we are trying to find, the maximum size
of dP is limited. However, our largest eigenvalue magnitude is, in
general, a nonsmooth function of the parameters. The example in
Fig. 10 is typical of our optimization runs in that, in the neighbor-
hood of a minimum of the maximum eigenvalue, the magnitude
of the maximum is a continuous but nondifferentiable function of

the parameters. Individual eigenvalues are smooth functions of
the parameters, except when two real roots coalesce into a com-
plex pair (or the reverse). However, when one mode takes over
from the other as maximum, the magnitude of the maximum is
not smooth (the max of two smooth real functions is nonsmooth
where the two functions cross). One of these two nonsmooth-
nesses is the common case at a local minimum of the maximum
eigenvalue.

This optimization loop is repeatedly run and repeatedly fails to
decrease the objective function n¼ 200 consecutive times before
quitting; the resulting best value was assumed to be an approxima-
tion of a local minimum. Restarting the optimization with the can-
didate local minimum (above) always terminates with very little
or no change to the parameter set. This method explores more
parameter space than a typical gradient method; two runs with
identical (not already optimized) initial parameter sets will, with
high probability, take different paths in parameter space.

We did some exploration of the space of initial periodic seeds
for the optimizations above. As noted previously, for a given
parameter set there is often another period-1 solution, but it is
highly unstable with no leg back-swing just before impact. Other
more exotic unstable solutions that involved multiple leg swings
were found, but no other almost-stable period-1 or period-2
solutions.

5.3 Broader Parameter Searches. Is the lack of stable
solutions somehow fundamental, or just a result of the region of
parameter space in which we were searching? Note, as mentioned
in the introduction, others have found simulations of passive run-
ning that are stable. To address this question for this model, we
broadened the parameter search, using eigenvalue optimizations
that had initial seeds with parameters far from the physical device.
Far from the actual hopper design, we have found motions that are
stable according to limit-cycle stability analysis. These parameter

Fig. 10 Optimization of maximum simulation eigenvalue. The
eigenvalues corresponding to the initial parameter set and the
last accepted parameter set are marked by arrows labeled
“start” and “end,” respectively. The initial parameter set was
intentionally chosen to destabilize the totter modes. The optimi-
zation succeeds in stabilizing the totter modes, but not the
speed mode, which remains very close to k 5 1 for the entire
optimization run. All the iterations in this optimization run are
shown: the successes that reduce the maximum eigenvalue
and the failures that sometimes drastically increase the maxi-
mum eigenvalue. The problem is that the eigenvalues for the
swing eigenmodes become real, with one of them growing
quickly along the negative real axis and thus obviating reduc-
tion of the speed mode eigenvalues.
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sets are notably different than the Steinkamp hopper, having, for
example, a large round foot and a heavy leg.

Relaxing the search for stable motions still further, to include
period-2 motions, we found stable period-2 motions with a maxi-
mum eigenvalue as low as 0.81 accompanied, however, with an
unstable period-1 motion. There are significant differences in this
parameter set (shown in Fig. 15), such as a much heavier leg and
smaller body moment-of-inertia.

Key, however, is that in the neighborhood of the actual
(apparently stable) device, we could not find stable simulations.
That is, all of our attempts to follow any motion, stable or unsta-
ble, starting in the neighborhood of the device’s physical parame-
ters, and then continuously deforming the parameter set to other
neighborhoods, failed. Solutions simply disappear. The reverse
procedure, trying to follow a known stable solution (using the
techniques described above in the random descent optimization
method) in a non-Steinkamp-like parameter neighborhood, while
moving, on average, toward the parameters of the device, also
fails.

The useful search space is rather restricted by two effects.
First, for the parameters we chose, the parameter neighborhood
that is plausibly like the actual Steinkamp hopper looks, perhaps,
something like a squashed ellipsoid—some directions (in this par-
ametrization) are tightly bound because we have accurate meas-
urements of those parameters, other directions are relatively free,
corresponding to uncertainty in those parameters. On the other
hand, some search directions show an extreme sensitivity to
parameter values, with the largest eigenvalue growing rapidly
with deviations in those directions. Combining these effects,
the search region, as we have parametrized it, seems (in our
informal probes) to be quite restricted. This claim is only based on
our investigations, not on any systematic parameter space
characterization.

However, we cannot claim that our search is exhaustive, only
that we tried hard.

6 Results of Simulation Optimizations

At this point, the situation is this:

(1) Steinkamp’s physical hopper seems stable in that it can hop
100þ times without falling.

(2) Our two simulations, using measured parameters of the
physical device, both match various features of the physical
device, including foot trajectory, frequency of hop, body
angle versus time, and the existence of an approximately
period �11 motion.

(3) All the simulations that reasonably match device parame-
ters are unstable, with a largest eigenvalue equal to at least
1.002, and typically 1.03.

(4) The nonlinear simulations show no sign of a more complex
attractor.

An apparent contradiction: We have an apparent contradiction.
After 100 hops, an initial perturbation, a deviation from a perfect
limit-cycle launch, should grow by about a factor of 1:03100

� ð1:0333Þ3 � e3 � 20. How could people launch the device
accurately enough so that this 20�amplification would not lead to
falling?

6.1 The Importance of Launching Technique. As noted,
when Steinkamp, or another practiced person, launches the
device, they gently hold the back of the body for the first 10–15
hops (see Fig. 4), while simultaneously walking along with it.
Perhaps a practiced launcher finds, or nearly finds, the limit cycle
motion?

Simulating launch: We made a simulation model of this launch:
the fingers gently holding the tail in motion are modeled as a
spring and parallel damper connected between a point on the tail
and a rigid constant-velocity point, modeling the wrist. In detail
(see Fig. 4(b)):

� The spring and damper are connected in a parallel configura-
tion like a shock absorber.

� One end of the shock absorber is connected to a point (xm,
ym) fixed on the tail.

� The other end of the shock absorber is connected to a moving
reference point with a prescribed constant-velocity x coordi-
nate and y coordinate equal to that of the fixed point on the
tail (equivalent to a ring sliding up and down on a vertical
pole that is the y axis of the coordinate system containing the
moving reference point).

So, the spring and damper act only on the horizontal separation
and horizontal speed difference between the hand and a point on
the device tail

f l ¼ klðxm � vltÞ þ clð _xm � vlÞ½ �x̂ (4)

This implicitly defines the x coordinate of the reference point (vlt)
as zero at time t¼ 0.

For a broad range of spring and damping constants, this
supported hopping system is stable, with a maximum eigenvalue
as low as 0.8. The maximum eigenvalue magnitude of the held-
launch hopping map at its fixed point, as a function of spring and
damping, is shown in Fig. 11.

This stable fixed point is not, however, the same as for the free-
hopper, even for the same forward speed. So, using this launch
model, at the instant the launcher is disconnected, we can interpret
the state of the free hopper as that of the free hopping fixed point
plus a perturbation (in the full state) corresponding to the differ-
ence between the held fixed point and the free fixed point. After
release, the perturbation grows with each hop until the hopper
falls over. According to simulation, the distance hopped with such
a launch varies with the launch speed as shown in Fig. 12; a hop-
ping distance greater than 4 m is predicted by simulations for a
range of launch speeds 0:544 < vl < 0:609. The predicted size of
this launch-speed interval is only slightly affected by including
nonflatness of the ramp (see Appendix C under the “Supplemental
Data” tab for this paper on the ASME Digital Collection).

The average force applied to the hopper by the launching
device (spring and damper) is shown in Fig. 12. Note that the
holding force is smooth, monotonically decreasing and changes

Fig. 11 Maximum eigenvalue during simulated launch. The maxi-
mum eigenvalue magnitude for the periodic motion of the held
hopper (the modeled launch condition) is shown as a function of
spring and damping parameters kl,cl, with a constant launch speed
vl � 0:551, equal to the free hopping map fixed point speed. This
launch map has a stable fixed point over the majority of the param-
eter space shown. The boundary of stability, the jkj5 1 contour,
overlaps the interval of the vertical axis shown here for cl > � 0:03;
on this interval, numerics and reasoning agree that the maximum
eigenvalue approaches exactly 1 as kl approaches 0 (see text). The
coordinate of the attachment point in the body-fixed coordinates
(see Fig. 4(b)) is ðxm ;ymÞ5 ð20:8; 1:0Þ � ‘. The stability depends
on the attachment coordinate ym; with too low a grip, the sliding
ring contact does not adequately couple to the totter mode. With
too high a grip, the dashpot does not adequately couple to the
hopper’s speed mode.
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sign very near the optimal launching speed. This implies a simple
strategy for learning the right launch speed: force minimization.
However, as shown in Fig. 13, the force does not vanish at the
free limit cycle speed.

Our hypothesis is that a practiced launcher has learned to
launch roughly as follows:

� Hold onto the tail loosely while slowly varying the near-
constant hand speed;

� Find the speed which minimizes the force felt in the fingers;
� When the force is minimized, let go; and
� If the robot falls back, change the speed so that the robot

leans more forward at the next launch; if it falls forward,
change the speed to make a more backward force.

No matter the spring or damping constant, we cannot find a sta-
ble held-hopping that has exactly the free-hopper’s limit cycle.
So, this launch technique, while possibly good enough, is intrinsi-
cally imperfect.

Summarizing the launch-model features:

� The simulated launch stabilizes the device while held during
launch (for appropriately chosen stabilizing spring and
damping coefficients as shown in Fig. 11).

� A good launch speed, one that leads to initial conditions
close to the periodic motion, is easy to find by using a sim-
ple, intuitive force feedback strategy: adjust the speed to
minimize the force applied.

Stability versus not-so-bad instability: A functional robotic
device or any animal will use a control system, at least to steer
and navigate. Typically for animals at the human scale or smaller
this happens with a time scale on the order of 1 s, shorter than the
characteristic instability time of this robot (k � 1:03, step period
�0:09s ) characteristic time �0:09s=lnð1:03Þ � 3s). Given that
corrections are made for other purposes, more often than the insta-
bility time, there is no practical difference between a technically
unstable passive eigenvalue magnitude of kmax ¼ 1:03 and, say, a
technically stable kmax ¼ 0:97.

7 Conclusions

Given the superficially stable motions of Steinkamp’s physical
hopper, the results of our investigations were unexpected. We
assumed that we could make a simple simulation model that
would fit the observed motions and for which we would calculate
stability. We expected to find hopping results analogous to the dis-
coveries made for walking in the study of the simplest walking
model [2,37]. Further, we already knew that at least according to
one theory [24], passive stable running was possible in 2D.

But truth seems to differ from our previous expectations: we
could not find stable solutions for our models of the Steinkamp
hopper. Rather, we found a hopping motion that is just barely
unstable. Model parameters that lead to prediction of stability
were not close to those that well-modeled the physical device. On
the other hand, we found a model for the human launcher that
explains how the device might be launched so close to its unstable
limit cycle that falling consistently does not occur within 100
hops, although we predict that eventual falling is inevitable.

The broader message is that, for systems which are to be used
only for finite time T, or which are controlled with a characteristic
time T, whether a system is technically stable or instead is techni-
cally unstable but with a characteristic time longer than T is of no
practical import. For such dynamical systems, the key distinction
is not stability versus instability but whether the characteristic
time for a perturbation to grow by a factor of, say, e is less than or
greater than a typical control or operation time T (with the latter
case being functionally equivalent to passive stability).
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than 4 m for a range of launch speeds 0:544 <vl <0:609 ; the mag-
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larger than the interval for a simulation with a bumpy slope
(compared to Fig. 17(b) in Appendix C under the “Supplemental
Data” tab for this paper on the ASME Digital Collection). The
spring and damping coefficients are kl 5 0:5and cl 5 0:5. The
fixed point of the free hopping map has a speed m� � 0:551. Note
that even launching at the free-hopper limit-cycle speed, the dis-
tance to falling is not infinite because the held hopper has a dif-
ferent fixed point than the free hopper. Launch force as function
of launch speed. The average launching force is a smooth
monotonically decreasing function of the launch speed and
crosses zero near the unstable free hopping map fixed point
speed m�. The average forces exerted on the device during this
type of launch are similar to that of a penny resting on your fin-
ger, about 0.03 N. For launch speeds less than m�, the instability
would cause the robot to decelerate. Therefore, a positive force
is needed to maintain constant speed. Conversely, at launch
speeds greater than m�, the instability would cause the robot to
accelerate; therefore, a negative force is needed.

Fig. 13 Launch force as a function of launch speed—a closer
look. A magnified view of the force shows that it does not van-
ish at the free limit cycle speed m�. This is consistent with the
fact that the limit cycle at launch is not the same as the free limit
cycle and indeed never can be the same for this launch
technique.
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Nomenclature

C ¼ 2� 2 damping matrix
cl ¼ dampinglike parameter for the simulated launch model
d ¼ relative linear displacement between body and leg
F ¼ scalar objective function to be minimized while seeking an

optimum parameter set
fd ¼ force between body and leg dependent on relative linear

displacement d
fl ¼ force applied on the hopping model during a simulated

launch
K ¼ 2� 2 stiffness matrix
kl ¼ springlike parameter for the simulated launch model
M ¼ mass matrix of the leg when the body is clamped
P ¼ vector of model parameters used for an optimization run
qf ¼ final state vector of hopper
qi ¼ initial state vector of hopper
th ¼ torque between body and leg dependent on relative angular

displacement h
vl ¼ speed of the moving reference frame for the simulated

launch model
xm ¼ x coordinate of the shock attachment point for the simulated

launch model
ym ¼ y coordinate of the shock attachment point for the simulated

launch model
d ¼ magnitude of perturbation to initial state vector of hopper
h ¼ relative angular displacement between body and leg
k ¼ eigenvalue of linearized hopping map
�� ¼ forward speed of the hopping model at the periodic limit

cycle
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